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Lady of Mazes
2006-06-27

author and professional futurist karl schroeder whose novels ventus and
permanence have established him as a groundbreaking visionary in hard science
fiction extends his imagination into larry niven territory returning to the same
distant future in which ventus was set but employing a broader canvas to tell the
story of teven coronal a ringworld with a huge multiplicity of human civilizations
brilliant but troubled livia kodaly is teven s only hope against invaders both
human and superhuman who would destroy its fragile ecologies and human
diversity filled with action ideas and intellectual energy lady of mazes is the hard
sf novel of the year at the publisher s request this title is being sold without
digital rights management software drm applied

The Complete Virga Series
2018-09-04

futurist karl schroeder groundbreaking space opera series envisions a world of
endless sky with no land no gravity this is virga a fullerene balloon universe
three thousand kilometers in diameter in this saga we are given a rare and
penetrating look into the post human condition beginning in the seminal science
fiction novel sun of suns the saga of virga introduces us to the people of
stubborn pride and resilience who have made this world their home but lurking
beyond the walls of virga is the mysterious threat known only as artificial nature
virga is hard science fiction space opera taken to the next level the complete
vigra series discounted ebundle includes sun of suns queen of candesce pirate
sun sunless countries ashes of candesce schroeder is a master cory doctorow tor
books by karl schroeder lady of mazes permanence ventus lockstep the million
at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied

What Makes This Book So Great
2014-01-16

jo walton is an award winning author of inveterate reader of and chronic re
reader of science fiction and fantasy books what makes this book so great is a
selection of the best of her musings about her prodigious reading habit jo walton
s many subjects range from acknowledged classics to guilty pleasures to



forgotten oddities and gems among them the zones of thought novels of vernor
vinge the question of what genre readers mean by mainstream the under
appreciated sf adventures of c j cherryh the field s many approaches to time
travel the masterful science fiction of samuel r delany salman rushdie s midnight
s children the early hainish novels of ursula k le guin and a robert a heinlein
novel you have most certainly never read over 130 essays in all what makes this
book so great is an immensely engaging collection of provocative opinionated
thoughts about past and present day fantasy and science fiction from one of our
best writers

Sun of Suns
2007-07-31

in karl schroeder s sci fi thriller hayden griffin has come to the city of rush with
one thing in mind to take murderous revenge for his parents deaths it is the
distant future the world known as virga is a fullerene balloon three thousand
kilometers in diameter filled with air water and aimlessly floating chunks of rock
the humans who live in this vast environment must build their own fusion suns
and towns that are in the shape of enormous wood and rope wheels that are
spun for gravity young fit bitter and friendless hayden griffin is a very dangerous
man he s come to the city of rush in the nation of slipstream with one thing in
mind to take murderous revenge for the deaths of his parents six years ago his
target is admiral chaison fanning head of the fleet of slipstream which
conquered hayden s nation of aerie years ago and the fact that hayden s spent
his adolescence living with pirates doesn t bode well for fanning s chances at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied

Ashes of Candesce
2012-02-14

the fifth novel in this acclaimed space opera series returns the reader to the
imaginative world of virga

Ventus
2016-08-11

after terrifying and titanic struggles a godlike artificial intelligence gone rogue
has finally been destroyed but not before it scattered seeds of itself throughout



the galaxy on the terraformed planet ventus benign ais the godlike winds which
shaped and guarded its transformation have fallen silent calandria may is sent
down to the surface where she quickly finds that an extension of the rogue ai a
cyborg called armiger has planted a strange and powerful device in a young man
named jordan mason jordan has visions he is desperate to find their meaning
and source desperate enough to risk awakening the winds perhaps invoking the
power that can destroy technology to protect the environment they created
ventus is an epic journey across a fascinating planet with two big mysteries why
have the winds fallen silent and is armiger or jordan carrying a resurrection
seed karl schroeder born september 4 1962 is a canadian author he was born
into the mennonite community in brandon manitoba and now lives in toronto
with his wife and daughter an author of far future science fiction schroeder
claims to present novel philosophical speculations in his work one of his
concepts known as thalience has gained modest currency in the artificial
intelligence and computer networking communities his novels ventus 2000 its
prequel lady of mazes 2005 and the unrelated permanence 2002 present far
future speculations on topics such as nanotechnology terraforming augmented
reality and interstellar travel permanence won the aurora award in 2003 for best
novel in english schroeder also wrote sun of suns book one of virga and co wrote
the complete idiot s guide to publishing science fiction with cory doctorow

Art, Critical Pedagogy and Capitalism
2020-12-30

this book offers a re examination of art production in terms that understand the
process of learning as the production of art itself drawing on the thought of
ranciere freire gramsci and mouffe it provides an account of the politics of art
production and a theoretical understanding of hegemonic power while
developing a view of method in critical pedagogy founded on the process of
making adversaries through a re evaluation of the relationships between process
arts production and pedagogy within accelerated developments of neoliberalism
the author uncovers ways of forming a more co operative and less conflictual
approach to democratic politics an investigation of ways in which art practice
can be used to engage with critical pedagogy in relation to a commodity driven
neoliberal agenda art critical pedagogy and capitalism constitutes a radical
rethinking of art making and an attempt to address the paradox between the
proliferation of the commodity of learning and the perceived crisis of arts
education as such it will appeal to scholars of education pedagogy and the arts
with interests in social and critical theory



The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction
2006-07

the only essential annual sf collection widely regarded as the benchmark
anthology for every science fiction fan the mammoth book of best new sf 19
continues to uphold its standard of excellence with over two dozen stories from
the previous year this year s volume includes many bright young talents of
science fiction as well as a host of established masters it covers every aspect of
the genre soft hard cyberpunk cyber noir anthropological military and adventure
also included is a thorough summation of the year and a recommended reading
list

The Mammoth Book of Best New SF [19]
2012-03-01

in the heart of the new millennium worlds beyond our imagination have opened
up blurring the line between life and art embracing the challenges and
possibilities of cyberspace genetics the universe and beyond the world of
science fiction has become a porthole into the realities of tomorrow in the year s
best science fiction twenty third annual collection our very best sf authors
explore ideas of a new world with such compelling stories as beyond the aquila
rift critically acclaimed author alastair reynolds takes readers to the edge of the
universe where no voyager has dared to travel before or so we think comber our
world is an ever changing one and award winning author gene wolfe explores
the darker side of our planet s fluidity in his own beautiful and inimitable style
audubon in atlantis in a world not quite like our own bestselling author harry
turtledove shows us that there are reasons some species have become extinct
the twenty nine stories in this collection imaginatively take us far across the
universe into the very core of our beings to the realm of the gods and the
moment just after now included here are the works of masters of the form and of
bright new talents including neal asher paolo bacigalupi stephen baxter
elizabeth bear chris beckett dominic green daryl gregory joe haldeman gwyneth
jones james patrick kelley jay lake and ruth nestvold ken macleod ian mcdonald
vonda n mcintyre david moles derryl murphy steven popkes hannu rajaniemi
alastair reynolds robert reed chris roberson mary rosenblum william sanders
bruce sterling michael swanwick harry turtledove peter watts liz williams and
gene wolfe supplementing the stories are the editor s insightful summation of
the year s events and a lengthy list of honorable mentions making this book both
a valuable resource and the single best place in the universe to find stories that



stir the imagination and the heart

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Twenty-Third
Annual Collection
2006-07-11

a world of endless sky with no land no gravity this is virga beginning in the
seminal science fiction novel sun of suns the saga of this striking world has
introduced us to the people of stubborn pride and resilience who have made
virga their home but also always lurking beyond the walls of the world to the
mysterious threat known only as artificial nature in the sunless countries history
tutor leal hieronyma maspeth became the first human in centuries to learn the
true nature of this threat her reward was exile but now in ashes of candesce
artificial nature makes its final bid to destroy virga and it is up to leal to unite
the quarrelling clans of her world to fight the threat ashes of candesce brings
together all the heroes of the virga series and draws the diverse threads of the
previous storylines together into one climactic conflict blending steampunk
styling with a far future setting and meditations on the posthuman condition
ashes of candesce mixes high adventure and cutting edge ideas in a fitting
climax to one of science fiction s most innovative series at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm
applied

Ashes of Candesce
2012-02-14

by identifying similarities in various books this annual selection guide helps
readers to independently choose titles of interest published in the last year each
entry describes a separate book listing everything readers need to know to make
selections arranged by author within six genre sections detailed entries provide
title publisher and publication dateseriesnames and descriptions of
characterstime period and geographical settingreview citationsstory typesbrief
plot summaryselected other books by the authorsimilar books by different
authorsauthor title series character name character description time period
geographic setting and genre sub genre indexes are included to facilitate
research



What Do I Read Next?
2005-10-21

featuring kelly link holly black ken liu usman t malik lauren beukes paolo
bacigalupi joe abercrombie genevieve valentine nicola griffith caitlÍn r kiernan
greg egan k j parker rachel swirsky alice sola kim garth nix karl schroeder ellen
klages kai ashante wilson michael swanwick eleanor arnason james patrick kelly
ian mcdonald amal el mohtar tim maughan elizabeth bear theodora goss peter
watts science fiction and fantasy has never been more diverse or vibrant and
2014 has provided a bountiful crop of extraordinary stories these stories are
about the future worlds beyond our own the realms of our imaginations and
dreams but more importantly they are the stories of ourselves featuring best
selling writers and emerging talents here are some of the most exciting genre
writers working today multi award winning editor jonathan strahan once again
brings you the best stories from the past year within you will find twenty eight
amazing tales from authors across the globe displaying why science fiction and
fantasy are genres increasingly relevant to our turbulent world

The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of the
Year, Volume Nine
2015-05-12

venera fanning was last seen falling into nothingness at the end of sun of suns
now in queen of candesce venera finds herself plunging through the air between
the artificial continents of virga far from home and her husband who may or may
not be alive landing in the ancient nation of spyre venera encounters new
enemies and new friends or at least convenient allies she must quickly learn who
she can trust and who she can manipulate in order to survive queen of candesce
is her story at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital
rights management software drm applied

The Publishers Weekly
2005

an evolutionary and transformative journey through the history of science fiction
from the innermost passions and dreams of the human spirit to the farthest
reaches of the universe human imagination and beyond a grand vision of the role
of science fiction in the progress of human consciousness dr karlheinz



steinmüller winner of the kurd lasswitz award

Queen of Candesce
2008-12-30

ハードＳＦの第一人者ホーガンが卓越した科学知識を傾けて描くコンピューターＳＦ レイモンド ダイアー博士は ニューヨーク市立大学で人工知能の研
究をしていたが 月面の工事現場で起きた重大な事件のために その研究の中断を申し渡された コンピューターが誤った判断を下したため 五人の人間が
危うく殺されるところだったのだ 人工知能研究の重要性を信ずるダイアーは コンピューター管理システムの安全性を確かめるべく 宇宙空間に植民地と
して建造された巨大宇宙ステーションにおける壮大な規模のシミュレーションを提案した

Science Fiction - The Evolutionary Mythology of
the Future
2018-12-14

the universe shifts and changes suddenly you understand you get it and are
filled with wonder that moment of understanding drives the greatest science
fiction stories and lies at the heart of engineering infinity whether it s coming up
hard against the speed of light and with it the enormity of the universe realising
that terraforming a distant world is harder and more dangerous than you d ever
thought or simply realizing that a hitchhiker on a starship consumes fuel and
oxygen with tragic results it s hard science fiction where a sense of discovery is
most often found and where science fiction s true heart lies this exciting and
innovative science fiction anthology collects together stories by some of the
biggest names in the field including gwyneth jones stephen baxter and charles
stross

未来の二つの顔
1983-04-01

the great silence explores the multifaceted problem named after the great
italian physicist enrico fermi and his legendary 1950 lunchtime question where
is everybody in many respects fermi s paradox is the richest and the most
challenging problem for the entire field of astrobiology and the search for
extraterrestrial intelligence seti studies this book shows how fermi s paradox is
intricately connected with many fields of learning technology arts and even
everyday life it aims to establish the strongest possible version of the problem to
dispel many related confusions obfuscations and prejudices as well as to offer a
novel point of entry to the many solutions proposed in existing literature cirkovi



argues that any evolutionary worldview cannot avoid resolving the great silence
problem in one guise or another

The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of the
Year, Volume Twelve
2018-03-20

in this the twenty fifth edition of his celebrated annual mammoth book of best
new sf its 29th as the year s best sf in the united states award winning editor
gardner dozois presents most outstanding pieces of short science fiction from
2011 along with his typically informative notes on each author many are the
work of award winning writers but there are also some surprising newcomers
the collection is prefaced as ever by dozois s summation of 2011 in sf a review of
the year s highlights in publishing and film including non fiction media and
awards obituaries and an insightful look at emerging trends includes stories
from bestselling writers damien broderick paul mcauley ian r macleod
catherynne m valente robert reed alastair reynolds michael swanwick yoon ha
lee and many more praise for previous editions quantity as well as quality every
piece is a treasure the times for more than a quarter century gardner dozois s
mammoth book of best new sf has defined the field it is the most important
anthology not only annually but overall charles n brown publsiher of locus
magazine new authors rub shoulders with old hands and strong work from
relative novices hannu rajaniemi and lavie tidhar suggest that sf s future is as
bright as ever financial times

Engineering Infinity
2010-12-28

automatismen sind techniken routinen und praktiken die sich einer bewussten
und zentralen steuerung entziehen und doch in medialen kulturellen und
sozialen prozessen zur entstehung und verfestigung von strukturen beitragen
das graduiertenkolleg automatismen der universität paderborn hat
entsprechende mechanismen vor dem hintergrund der strukturentstehung und
als kulturtechniken zur reduzierung von komplexität untersucht der vorliegende
abschlussband der schriftenreihe des kollegs fragt danach ob und wenn ja
inwiefern automatismen in künstlerischen politischen und ökonomischen
prozessen auch zur auflösung und zersetzung von strukturen beitragen können
etwa in regelhaft auftretenden prozessen der erosion der abnutzung im
gebrauch des formverlusts des verfalls oder der dekomposition



The Great Silence
2018

the most celebrated science fiction short story editor of our time multi award
winning editor and locus magazine critic jonathan strahan presents the
definitive collection of best short science fiction of 2020 with short works from
some of the most lauded science fiction authors as well as rising stars this
science fiction collection displays the top talent and cutting edge cultural
moments that affect our lives dreams and stories these brilliant authors examine
the way we live now our hopes and struggles all through the lens of the future
an assemblage of future classics this star studded anthology is a must read for
anyone who enjoys the vast and exciting world of science fiction

The Mammoth Book of Best New SF 25
2012-09-06

widely acclaimed as the benchmark annual anthology for science fiction fans the
mammoth book of best new sf is now in its 22nd successful year best sf 22
comprises over two dozen fantastic new pieces from the world s best writers of
science fiction this collection encompasses every aspect of the genre soft hard
cyberpunk cyber noir anthropological military and adventure as ever a bonus
extra is an insightful review of the year s best books and an extensive list of
recommended reading gardner dozois is the world s leading sf anthologist and
has won the hugo award for best editor fifteen times

Zersetzung
2018-11-16

far and away the best yearbook of this or any other genre gardner dozois s
annual pick of the top science fiction of the year has collected a string of awards
including the locus award for the best anthology and the hugo award for the
best editor

The Year's Best Science Fiction Vol. 2
2021-09-28

an anthology of twenty six short stories exploring the future of climate change



and its effects on life on earth includes contributions from margaret atwood
paolo bacigalupi and kim stanley robinson

The Mammoth Book of Best New SF 22
2009-09-10

in the new millennium what secrets lay beyond the far reaches of the universe
what mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self evident the world of
science fiction has long been a porthole into the realities of tomorrow blurring
the line between life and art now in the year s best science fiction twenty ninth
annual collection the very best sf authors explore ideas of a new world this
venerable collection brings together short stories from award winning authors
and masters of the field such as robert reed alastair reynolds damien broderick
elizabeth bear paul mcauley and john barnes and with an extensive
recommended reading guide and a summation of the year in science fiction this
annual compilation has become the definitive must read anthology for all science
fiction fans and readers interested in breaking into the genre

The Mammoth Book of Best New SF 13
2012-03-01

in the new millennium what secrets lay beyond the far reaches of the universe
what mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self evident the world of
science fiction has long been a porthole into the realities of tomorrow blurring
the line between life and art now in the year s best science fiction thirty second
annual collection the very best sf authors explore ideas of a new world this
venerable collection brings together award winning authors and masters of the
field such as robert reed alastair reynolds damien broderick elizabeth bear paul
mcauley and john barnes and with an extensive recommended reading guide and
a summation of the year in science fiction this annual compilation has become
the definitive must read anthology for all science fiction fans and readers
interested in breaking into the genre

Loosed Upon the World
2015-09-15

for decades now gardner dozois has been presenting his annual selection of the
very best of recently published sf stories both byoutstanding up and coming
writers and undisputed masters of the genre it has been voted year s best



anthology by the readers of locus magazine an unparalleled eighteen times and
remains the definitive anthology for both diehard sci fi fans and newcomers to
the genre without fail dozois pinpoints the previous year s most exciting and
ambitious science fiction showcasing truly exceptional contemporary writing
contributors include pavel amnuel paolo bachigalupi jessica barber elizabeth
bear lauren beukes chaz brenchley karl bunker jérôme cigut d j cockburn aliette
de bodard cory doctorow greg egan timons esaias paul graham raven james
patrick kelly ellen klages nancy kress jay lake rich larson ken liu ian mcdonald
mary anne mohanraj susan palwick gareth l powell robert reed alastair reynolds
adam roberts karl schroeder vandana singh allen m steele michael swanwick
rachel swirsky lavie tidhar peter watts the mammoth book of best new sf 28
includes as ever dozois s extensive recommended reading guide and his
illuminating and incisive summation of the year in science fiction praise for
previous editions quantity as well as quality every piece is a treasure the times
for more than a quarter century gardner dozois s mammoth book of best new sf
has defined the field it is the most important anthology not only annually but
overall charles n brown publisher of locus the most respected editor in the field
george r r martin new authors rub shoulders with old hands and strong work
from relative novices hannu rajaniemi and lavie tidhar suggest that sf s future is
as bright as ever financial times this annual compilation of the previous year s
best short stories and novellas together with a comprehensive summation of the
state of the genre and an extensive honourable mentions list has become an
institution over the past three decades guardian

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Twenty-Ninth
Annual Collection
2012-07-03

from karl schroeder author of lockstep comes the near future science fiction
hacker s heist stealing worlds the verge new science fiction and fantasy books to
check out in june sura neelin is on the run from her creditors from her past and
her father s murderers she can t get a job she can t get a place to live she can t
even walk down the street the total surveillance society that is mid 21st century
america means that every camera and every pair of smart glasses is her enemy
but sura might have a chance in the alternate reality of the games people can
disappear in the larp game worlds into the alternate economy of notchcoin and
blockchains the people who build the games also program the surveillance
networks she just needs an introduction and the skills to play turns out she has
very valuable skills and some very surprising friends at the publisher s request
this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied



The Year's Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Second
Annual Collection
2015-07-07

science fiction is a literary genre based on scientific speculation works of
science fiction use the ideas and the vocabulary of all sciences to create valid
narratives that explore the future effects of science on events and human beings
science fact and science fiction examines in one volume how science has
propelled science fiction and to a lesser extent how science fiction has
influenced the sciences although coverage will discuss the science behind the
fiction from the classical age to the present focus is naturally on the 19th
century to the present when the industrial revolution and spectacular progress
in science and technology triggered an influx of science fiction works
speculating on the future as scientific developments alter expectations for the
future the literature absorbs uses and adapts such contextual visions the goal of
the encyclopedia is not to present a catalog of sciences and their application in
literary fiction but rather to study the ongoing flow and counterflow of
influences including how fictional representations of science affect how we view
its practice and disciplines although the main focus is on literature other forms
of science fiction including film and video games are explored and because
science is an international matter works from non english speaking countries
are discussed as needed

Mammoth Book of Best New SF 28
2015-10-01

the sunless countries is the fourth novel in the virga series of hard science
fiction space opera adventures in an ocean of weightless air where sunlight has
never been seen only the running lights of the city of pacquaea glitter in the
dark one woman leal hieronyma maspeth lives and dreams of love among the
gaslit streets and cafés and somewhere in the abyss of wind and twisted cloud
through which pacquaea eternally falls a great voice has begun speaking as its
cold words reach from space to the city walls and as outlying towns and
travelers ships start to mysteriously disappear only leal has the courage to try to
understand the message thundering from the distance even the city s most
famous and exotic visitor the sun lighter and hero named hayden griffin refuses
to turn aside from his commission to build a new sun for a foreign nation he will
not become the hero that leal knows the city needs so it is up to her to listen and
ultimately reply to the voice of the worldwasp because an astonishing disaster



threatens virga at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital
rights management software drm applied

Stealing Worlds
2019-06-18

futurist and award winning author karl schroeder imagines infiltrating the elite
of a marginal society in the million every thirty years ten billion visitors overrun
earth during one month of madness partying polluting and brawling in between
the world is ruled by the million the inheritors and custodians of all of humanity
s wealth and history they lead unimaginable lives of privilege and wealth and
they see it as their due gavin penn of chaffee is an illegal child a visitor hidden
among the million when the family that raised him in secret is torn apart gavin
must impersonate a dead boy to survive what he doesn t know is that his new
identity is expected at the school of auditors the million s feared police force
sworn to find and capture outcasts like him to keep the peace in order to solve
the murder of his adoptive father gavin must keep his disguise and his wits
intact within the stronghold of those threatened by his very existence at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied

The Northwestern Lutheran
1969

return to virga a bubble universe artificially separated from our own future
universe and the setting ofsun of suns and queen of candesce chaison fanning
the admiral of a fleet of warships has been captured and imprisoned by his
enemies but is suddenly rescued and set free he flees through the sky to his
home city to confront the ruler who betrayed him and perhaps even to regain his
lovely powerful and subversive wife venera who he has not seen since she fled
with the key to the artificial sun at the center of virga candesce with pirate sun
schroeder sets a whole new standard for hard science fiction space opera at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied

Science Fact and Science Fiction
2006-09-06

the thirty stories in this collection imaginatively take us far across the universe



into the very core of our beings to the realm of the gods and the moment just
after now included here are the works of masters of the form and of bright new
talents including paolo bacigalupi stephen baxter elizabeth bear aliete de bodard
james l cambias greg egan charles coleman finlay james alan gardner dominic
green daryl gregory gwyneth jones ted kosmatka mary robinette kowal nancy
kress jay lake paul mcauley ian mcdonald maureen mchugh sarah monette garth
nix hannu rajaniemi robert reed alastair reynolds mary rosenblum kristine
kathryn rusch geoff ryman karl schroeder gord sellar and michael swanwick
supplementing the stories are the editor s insightful summation of the year s
events and a lengthy list of honorable mentions making this book both a valuable
resource and the single best place in the universe to find stories that stir the
imagination and the heart

Cinefantastique
2005

時は2053年 地球では 知性をもち 身体の形態を自由に変える能力を具えた人工生命体モールディが 市民権を得て 人間と共存している サンタクルー
ズのモーテルで働くモニクも この新しい種族のひとり ところがある日 彼女はモールディ好きの変態に誘拐されてしまった しかもこの事件は 人間とモー
ルディの関係を揺るがすとんでもない大騒動に発展していくことに ソフトウェア にはじまるシリーズ第三弾

The Sunless Countries
2009-08-04

a collection of original epic science fiction stories by some of today s best
writers for fans who want a little less science and a lot more action and edited
by two time hugo award winner john joseph adams inspired by movies like the
guardians of the galaxy and star wars this anthology features brand new stories
from some of science fiction s best authors including dan abnett jack campbell
linda nagata seanan mcguire alan dean foster charlie jane anders kameron
hurley and many others

The Million
2018-08-14

an eclipse is a rare and unusual event when the world is transformed and the
sky becomes a dark eldritch thing it s a time when anything could happen when
any kind of story just might be true that sense of the strange and wonderful
guides eclipse new science fiction and fantasy the second volume in an exciting
new annual anthology series edited by acclaimed anthologist jonathan strahan



set to become a major event on the science fiction and fantasy calendar eclipse
new science fiction and fantasy gathers together new science fiction and fantasy
stories by the best writers working today you can see that in eclipse two which
features more extraordinary tales of the fantastic and astounding

Pirate Sun
2010-11-09

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Twenty-Sixth
Annual Collection
2009-06-23

フリーウェア
2002-03

Cosmic Powers
2017-04-18

Eclipse 2
2008-10-01
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